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Abstract— As pedestrians are one of the most vulnera-
ble traffic participants, their motion prediction is of utmost
importance for intelligent transportation systems. Predicting
motions of pedestrians is especially hard since they move in
less structured environments and have less inertia compared
to road vehicles. To account for this uncertainty, we present
an approach for probabilistic prediction of pedestrian motion
using Markov chains. In contrast to previous work, we not only
consider motion models, constraints from a semantic map, and
various goals, but also explicitly adapt the prediction based
on crash probabilities with other traffic participants. Also, our
approach works in any situation; this is typically challenging
for pure machine learning techniques that learn behaviors for a
particular road section and which might consequently struggle
with a different road section. The usefulness of combining the
aforementioned aspects in a single approach is demonstrated
by an evaluation using recordings of real pedestrians.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Prediction of other traffic participants is an integral part
in motion planning of autonomous vehicles or for threat
assessment in driver assistant systems [1]. The main chal-
lenge in predicting the behavior of other traffic participants
is the inherent uncertainty about their future actions. Several
strategies have been developed: a) predicting a single likely
behavior [2]–[6], b) predicting several behaviors possibly
weighted by probabilities [7]–[9], c) computing probability
distributions of future behaviors [10]–[12], and d) bounding
behaviors by sets [13], [14]. All of the above techniques are
particularly useful for certain applications. Single behaviors
are easy to compute and are thus often used to warn drivers
in simple driving assistance applications. Predicting several
behaviors is useful for more advanced threat assessment, and
probability distributions are suitable for trajectory planning;
a comparison between both techniques can be found in [15].
Set-based prediction is useful for formal verification of mo-
tion plans and can be combined with probabilistic approaches
[13]: probabilistic techniques help strategic planning, while
set-based techniques verify fail-safe maneuvers over shorter
time horizons.

B. Literature Review

Much work has been done on predicting road vehicles,
while vulnerable road users have received less attention [1].
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This work focuses on probabilistic prediction of pedestrians,
whose actions are particularly hard to predict. Due to their
smaller inertia compared to road vehicles, they can change
their behavior quite unpredictably, and especially in open
space, their future direction is quite unclear. We categorize
existing work into short-term prediction, prediction to cross a
road, goal-oriented prediction, interaction-aware prediction,
and prediction in known environments.

a) Short-term prediction: We consider a prediction to
be short-term when it is not longer than around 2 seconds.
For those prediction horizons, classical filtering techniques,
such as Kalman filters or interacting multiple models, pro-
vide good results [16], [17]. A slightly different approach
using an interacting multiple model filter in combination with
a latent-dynamic conditional random field model is presented
in [18]. In [19] Bayesian networks and Gaussian mixture
models are used to predict the future behavior using dis-
cretized velocities (standing, walking, jogging, and running)
for short-term prediction. Models for short-term prediction
are learned in [20] using the method of moments and least-
squares optimization. Prediction using Markov chains is
beneficial when the distributions are non-Gaussian and when
constraints have to be considered [21]. In particular, the
acceleration phase after standing is investigated in [22].

b) Crossing prediction: Due to the importance of pre-
dicting whether a pedestrian will cross a road—automated
vehicles have to decide whether to brake or not—much
work exists on this particular prediction problem. A dynamic
Bayesian network is combined with a switching linear dy-
namical system in [23], where the switching is governed by
several factors (e.g., pedestrian head orientation as evidence
for situational awareness). In [24] the features mostly de-
termining whether a person will cross a street are extracted
from recorded data using a support vector machine, but no
precise spatial prediction is performed. The binary decision
for crossing a street or not is also investigated in [25] using
a gap-acceptance approach with a special focus on whether
the vehicle or the pedestrian will yield at a crosswalk. To
incorporate the specific setting of a zebra crossing in a more
general inner-city model, a context model tree is developed in
[26]. Several techniques (Gaussian process dynamical mod-
els, probabilistic hierarchical trajectory matching, Kalman
filter, and interacting multiple models) are compared in [27]
and evaluated based on real experiments.

c) Goal-oriented prediction: Goal-oriented planning
using Markov decision processes is used in [28] to predict
pedestrian trajectories in indoor environments. To obtain a
variety of motions, the value iteration procedure for Markov



decision processes is relaxed. This approach has been further
improved in [29] using inverse optimal control and consid-
ering observation uncertainty in a hidden variable Markov
decision process. Similarly, in [30], goals are used to guide
the prediction, but jump-Markov processes are used instead
of solving relaxed Markov decision processes. A framework
in [31] combines a velocity-based model with a cost-based
model (deterministic planning). Gaussian-distributed inputs
to a continuous model in combination with backwards pre-
diction from uncertain goals is proposed in [32].

d) Interaction-aware prediction: Many prediction tech-
niques in crowded environments rely on the social force
model [33]. Prediction in densely populated environments is
performed with learned Gaussian process regression models
in [34]. A particle filter is combined with an agent-based
crowd model that infers collision-free velocities to combine
methods from short- and long-term prediction [35].

e) Prediction in known environments: In known and
structured environments, learning typical behavior patterns
results in very accurate predictions. Clustering techniques
are applied in [36]. Long short-term memory neural nets
(subclass of recurrent neural nets) are used in [37] to predict
human movement. Another technique is to use kriging-
based models estimating pedestrian movement flows from
previously observed pedestrian trajectories [38]. Local filter-
ing techniques and global paths learned from observation
are combined in [39]. Further, polynomial least-squares
approximation and multilayer perceptron artificial neural
networks are used to predict pedestrian trajectories at a fixed
intersection [40]. Finally, matching with classified motion
patterns is used [41].

C. Contributions

In this paper, we address the problem of predicting mo-
tions of pedestrians. This work is based on [12], [21], [42]
using Markov chains for motion prediction due to their
ability to deal with the typical non-Gaussian distribution and
several constraints in generic city traffic scenarios. We extend
these works by incorporating policies to predict the moving
direction [28]–[31] and by taking other traffic participants
into account; the latter is realized by adapting the collision
checking approach for vehicles in [42] to risk checking based
on gap-acceptance [25], [43]. In particular, this extension
enables us to predict the multimodal distribution of pedestri-
ans’ motion depending on dynamic environments. Moreover,
we propose a heuristic method to automatically infer the
positions of several potential goals on a generic semantic
map. This procedure can remove the necessity in [30], [31]
that goals are assumed to be given a priori. Finally, using
real-world data, we compare the average position deviation
between Markov chains with different input transition matri-
ces.

D. Overview

As a result of using Markov chains for motion prediction,
one can obtain probabilistic occupancy grids directly, see the
top part of Fig. 1. The abstraction of continuous movement
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Fig. 1: Overview of the approach. In the top part we present the propagation
of one cell of the occupancy grid at time tk (the darker the color, the higher
the probability value). The lower left part shows the separate conditional
probability distributions of the inputs orientation and velocity of the only
occupied cell before update, while the updated input probability distributions
with constraints are visualized separately in the lower middle part and jointly
in the lower right part, respectively.

of pedestrians to Markov chains is described in Sec. II. We
generate different Markov chains for various intervals of
the inputs orientation (moving direction) and velocity. After
predicting probability distributions of inputs (lower part of
Fig. 1), our prediction combines the various Markov chains
for different input values with their respective probability
distributions as presented in Sec. II-C. Sec. III involves the
extended prediction of probability distributions of orientation
by taking semantic maps into consideration. In Sec. IV,
the influence of dynamic environments on the probability
distributions of inputs is modeled. For example, a multimodal
distribution of velocity as depicted in the lower middle part
of Fig. 1 implies that a pedestrian, in the presence of other
traffic participants, might slow down to stop or accelerate to
cross rather than cross at its current velocity (lower left part
of Fig. 1).

II. MARKOV CHAIN OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS

To probabilistically predict motions of pedestrians in
open space, discrete Markov chains accounting for dynamic
constraints of human beings are generated. This section is
inspired by [42].

A. Abstraction of Motion Model

Given the orientation ψ and the velocity v as inputs u =
(ψ, v)

T , the state x = (xE , xN )
T containing the 2D position

can be propagated by the following dynamic model:

ẋE = v cosψ, ẋN = v sinψ. (1)

In order to obtain probabilistic occupancy grids, the above
continuous motion model is abstracted to a discrete time
Markov chain. There are three main reasons for this: first, the
generation of Markov chains can be done offline and their
online execution is computationally inexpensive; second,
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Fig. 2: Discrete state (left) and input (middle) space [12]. xE and xN
represent the 2D position as states, while orientation ψ and velocity v are
inputs. Separate indexes for intervals of ψ and v (right).

integrating a continuous probability density function can be
reduced to a summation of probabilities; third, it is also
advantageous to treat the state and input space as grids for
better compatibility with discrete semantic maps.

The generation of a Markov chain can be divided into two
steps: a) discretizing the state and input space, see Fig. 2,
and b) determining transition probabilities. Each state cell is
denoted by Xi ⊂ R2 with subscript index i (Latin letter)
and each input cell by Uα ⊂ R2 with superscript index
α (Greek letter). Computing the transition probability from
a cell Xj to another Xi can be done with Monte Carlo
simulations. Samples are uniformly generated within each
state and input cell. After introducing the number of samples
generated jointly from the state cell Xj and the input cell
Uα as nαj and those ending up in Xi after time T as nαi,j ,
transition probabilities are computed as

Φαij := P (xtk+1
∈ Xi|xtk ∈ Xj ,utk ∈ Uα) =

nαi,j
nαj

, (2)

where Φα ∈ Rd×d is the transition matrix for d state cells
subject to the set of inputs Uα and Φαij represents the element
in the i-th row and j-th column of Φα. An alternative
is to obtain Markov chains from a continuous model by
reachability analysis [42].

B. Conditional Probability of Inputs

This subsection addresses the problem of obtaining input
distributions for a given state. The conditional probability
of an input cell Uα for a given state cell Xi is denoted
by qαi := P (u ∈ Uα|x ∈ Xi). Let Γi(tk) ∈ Rc×c be a
state-dependent and possibly time-varying input transition
matrix for c input cells. Then the conditional probabilities
qβi (tk) can be updated according to the input transition values
Γαβi (tk) instantaneously at times tk:

qαi (tk)′ =
∑
β

Γαβi (tk)qβi (tk), (3)

where Γαβi represents the element in the α-th row and β-th
column of Γi. The input transition probabilities Γαβi consist
of two components: a) the intrinsic transition probability
Ψαβ , which models the behavior of pedestrians by taking
their physical dynamic constraints into account, and b) the
priority variable 0 ≤ λαi ≤ 1 which gives an input cell a
certain priority depending on the state. After introducing the
normalization operator norm(), the input transition probabil-

ities are computed as

Γαβi = norm(Γ̂αβi ) :=
Γ̂αβi∑
α Γ̂αβi

, Γ̂αβi = λαi Ψαβ . (4)

Later, we will split each priority value λαi into two parts: a)
a static priority value for orientation λαi,stat in Sec. III and b)
a dynamic priority value λαi,dyn in Sec. IV, such that

λαi = λαi,statλ
α
i,dyn. (5)

Referring to different λαi , the following input transition
matrices for the prediction of pedestrian motion are created:

• Basic Input Transition Matrix:
λαi = 1,∀i, α, thus only the state-independent and time-
invariant intrinsic matrix Ψ plays a role.

• Goal-oriented Input Transition Matrix:
By setting λαi,dyn = 1,∀i, α, only λαi,stat is considered.

• Extended Input Transition Matrix:
Both parts of priority values λαi,stat and λαi,dyn are explic-
itly computed.

Next, we present the computation of the intrinsic tran-
sition matrix Ψ. To obtain Ψ, the prediction of the inputs
orientation and velocity is separately treated with respect
to modeling physical dynamic constraints of pedestrians.
For reasons of clarity, we introduce separate indexes αψ ∈
{1, . . . , nψ} for nψ intervals of orientation U

αψ
ψ ⊂ R and

αv ∈ {1, . . . , nv} for nv intervals of velocity Uαvv ⊂ R,
respectively. According to the index sequence in Fig. 2, it
is clear that Uα = {(ψ, v)

T |ψ ∈ U
αψ
ψ , v ∈ Uαvv } with

α = nψ · (αv − 1) + αψ .
1) Orientation: We assume that the one-step transition of

orientation from an interval Uβψψ to another Uαψψ is subject to
physical dynamic constraints of human beings and addition-
ally depends on the current velocity vtk . This is motivated by
the fact that the faster a pedestrian walks, the more difficult
he or she can turn around. After introducing the operator
center() which returns the volumetric center of a set and the
operator difference() which limits the difference of two
orientation values between 0 and 180 ◦, the transition proba-
bility qαψβψ,v := P

(
ψ′tk ∈ U

αψ
ψ |ψtk ∈ U

βψ
ψ , vtk ∈ Uβvv

)
is

computed heuristically as

qαψβψ,v ∝ exp
(
−k1 · center(Uβvv )

·difference
(
center(U

αψ
ψ )− center(U

βψ
ψ )
)) (6)

with the proportionality operator ∝ and a parameter k1 > 0.
2) Velocity: We assume that the one-step transition of

velocity from an interval Uβvv to another interval Uαvv is
also subject to physical dynamic constraints, since pedes-
trians have limited acceleration and deceleration abilities.
Furthermore, we assume that a pedestrian, in the absence
of other traffic participants, might keep a desired velocity v∗

which can be adjusted according to online measurements.
After mapping v∗ into intervals of velocity to obtain a
corresponding index α∗v , the conditional probability qαvβv :=



P
(
v′tk ∈ U

αv
v |vtk ∈ Uβvv

)
can be computed heuristically as

qαvβv ∝ 1

(αv − βv)2
+ k2 · (αv − α∗v)

2
+ k3

, (7)

where the term (αv − βv)
2 implies that the bigger the

difference of velocity values3, the more unlikely this change
is; the second term in the denominator with a parameter
k2 ≥ 0 attempts to keep the distribution concentrated around
a desired velocity; a high value of the parameter k3 > 0 lets
probability distributions converge to stable values quickly.

3) Intrinsic Transition Matrix: We simplify the computa-
tion of the components of the intrinsic transition matrix Ψαβ

using the conditional transition probabilities in (6) and (7):

Ψαβ = norm(Ψ̂αβ), Ψ̂αβ = qαψβψ,vqαvβv , (8)

with α = nψ · (αv − 1) + αψ and β = nψ · (βv − 1) + βψ .

C. Combined Propagation of States and Inputs
Fig. 1 shows the propagation procedure for one cell in

the state space. To describe the propagation of all cells, we
first define the joint probability of the state and input pαi :=
P (x ∈ Xi,u ∈ Uα). Let the total probability of a state be
denoted by p̂i := P (x ∈ Xi). Then it is clear that p̂i =∑
α p

α
i and pαi = qαi p̂i. After defining a joint probability

vector pα ∈ Rd including all values of pαi for a fixed value
of α, pα can be propagated by using Φα in (2) as

pα(tk+1) = Φαpα(tk). (9)

As pointed out in [42], instead of updating the conditional
probabilities qαi via Γαβi (tk) in (3), one can also update the
joint probabilities pαi because the state probability p̂i does
not change instantaneously:

Eq. (3)
pαi =qαi p̂i−−−−−−→ pαi (tk)′ =

∑
β

Γαβi (tk)pβi (tk). (10)

In order to elegantly perform (9) and (10) simultaneously,
we create a new probability vector p̃ ∈ Rc·d×1 containing all
pαi for c input cells and d state cells:

p̃ =
(
p1

1 p
2
1 . . . p

c
1 p

1
2 p

2
2 . . . p

c
d

)T
. (11)

Accordingly, a state transition matrix Φ̃ ∈ Rc·d×c·d and an
input transition matrix Γ̃ ∈ Rc·d×c·d need to be constructed.
Φ̃ is obtained by rearranging values of different Φα:

Φ̃ =


Φ1

11 0 0 . . . 0 Φ1
12 0 . . . 0

0 Φ2
11 0 . . . 0 0 Φ2

12 . . . 0
...

...
0 0 0 . . . Φcd1 0 0 . . . Φcdd

 ,

(12)
and Γ̃ is computed as

Γ̃ =


Γ1 0 . . . 0
0 Γ2 . . . 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 . . . Γd

 ,Γi =


Γ11
i Γ12

i . . . Γ1c
i

Γ21
i Γ22

i . . . Γ2c
i

...
. . .

...
Γc1i Γc2i . . . Γcci

 ,

(13)

3As the indexes for discrete velocities are numbered in increasing
sequence, their difference is a measure for the difference of values.

where 0 is a matrix of zeros. This rewriting allows combined
propagation of states and inputs:

p̃(tk+1) = Γ̃(tk)Φ̃p̃(tk). (14)

For a more detailed explanation, we refer to [42].

III. GOAL-ORIENTED PREDICTION

As pedestrians may prefer some paths to achieve their
goals, we derive policies from semantic maps as static
priority values λαi,stat in (5). The aim of using λαi,stat is to
control the transition of the input orientation in a more
rational direction regarding a semantic map.

A. Determining Positions of Goals

In this subsection, a heuristic method is proposed to
automatically determine positions of potential goals of a
pedestrian on a 2D semantic map. In contrast, in [30], [31]
a finite set of goals is predefined and in [29] goals are
generated from points along the perimeter of cars in a parking
lot. The procedure of our method is described below:

1) Beginning with the measured position of a pedestrian
“ ”, see Fig. 3 (left), we draw a set of rays within 360°
on a semantic map. These rays are absorbed at positions
“ ” (visible points) by the most remote cells (related
to “ ”) representing the safe areas for staying, such
as sidewalks, before intersecting with obstacles (black
areas). The pseudo code for finding visible points “ ”
is presented in Alg. 1.

2) Beginning with the initial cell, to which the position
“ ” belongs, with the distance value (D-value) 0, we
run Dijkstra’s algorithm [44] until every visible point
“ ” possesses a D-value related to the initial cell.

3) Absorbing process: beginning with an arbitrary visible
point “ ”, see magnified region in Fig. 3 (middle), we
assign its D-value to the initial step value (S-value) of
the process. At each declining step (S-value minus 1
iteratively), we detect the pass by cells “ ” which are
defined as the cells fulfilling the conditions shown in
Line 3 of Alg. 2. Detection of “ ” is interrupted, if the
unsafe areas for staying such as roads or crosswalks
come up, see all detected “ ” from a beginning visible
point in Fig. 3 (middle). Afterward, we delete those “ ”
absorbed by “ ” except for the beginning visible point
with which this absorbing process begins (Lines 8, 13,
and 14 of Alg. 2).

4) We repeat the absorbing process in 3), but begin with
another visible point among the remaining ones, until
no more visible points can be absorbed. Ultimately, the
remaining visible points are regarded as potential goals
“ ”, as shown in Fig. 3 (right).

B. Stochastic Policy

We estimate the policy for the input orientation based on a
planning problem. The policy specifies the moving direction
a pedestrian should move at a given position, so that the
cost to the goal is minimal. Assuming that each state cell
has a cost function C(Xi, U

αψ
ψ ) regarding its topographic
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Fig. 3: Determining positions of potential goals on a semantic map with building (black), sidewalk type 1 (red), sidewalk type 2 (dark gray), road (gray),
and zebra crossing (light gray). Visible points “ ” for a pedestrian “ ” with 360° view (left); detected pass by cells “ ” from the beginning visible point
on the upper right corner towards a pedestrian with the tolerance setting of 3m (middle); inferred goals “ ” after removing absorbed visible points (right).

Algorithm 1 Finding visible points
Require: Position of the pedestrian (xE , xN ), set ∆angle, set ∆radius according

to the grid size, set radiusmax according to the map size.
1: for angle = 0 : ∆angle : 2π do
2: radius = ∆radius
3: while radius ≤ radiusmax do
4: xrE = xE + radius · cos(angle), xrN = xN + radius · sin(angle)
5: if (xrE , x

r
N ) is out of the map region then

6: break the while loop
7: else
8: find the cell Xi, such that (xrE , x

r
N ) ∈ Xi

9: if roadType(Xi) ∈ {sidewalk, other safe areas} then
10: visiblePoint = Xi
11: else if roadType(Xi) ∈ {buiding, other obstacles} then
12: break the while loop
13: end if
14: end if
15: radius = radius + ∆radius
16: end while
17: {visiblePoints} = {visiblePoints} ∪ visiblePoint
18: end for

Algorithm 2 Detecting pass by cells and deleting absorbed
visible points by pass by cells
Require: Precomputation of distance values related to the position of the pedestrian

D(Xj), ∀Xj ∈ {visiblePoints}, select one Xi ∈ {visiblePoints} as the
beginning visible point, set tolerance.

1: Initialize S = D(Xi), {passByCells} = Xi, {passByCellsLastStep} = Xi
2: while S > 0 do
3: {passByCellsThisStep} = {Xj |abs(D(Xj)− S) ≤ tolerance,

roadType(Xj) ∈ {sidewalk, other safe areas},
Xj belong to the neighbor cells of {passByCellsLastStep},
Xj /∈ {passByCells}}

4: if {passByCellsThisStep} 6= ∅ then
5: {passByCells} = {passByCells} ∪ {passByCellsThisStep}
6: {passByCellsLastStep} = {passByCellsThisStep}
7: else
8: {passByCells} = {passByCells} \Xi
9: break the while loop

10: end if
11: S = S − 1
12: end while
13: {absorbedVisiblePoints} = {visiblePoints} ∩ {passByCells}
14: {visiblePoints} = {visiblePoints} \ {absorbedVisiblePoints}

feature (e.g., the positive cost value of a cell on a road
is bigger than that on a sidewalk) and moving direction,
one can obtain the cost to the goal V (Xi) for every state
cell using Dijkstra’s algorithm [44]. However, pedestrians
would not obey only one certain policy, thus stochastic
policies are more appropriate, i.e., each action can have a
certain probability. The stochastic policies for achieving a
goal are regarded as the static priority values λαi,stat in (5).
Each stochastic policy for a certain orientation Uαψψ can be

Algorithm 3 A posteriori goal estimate for one goal [30]
Require: Measured position series yt0 from tm′ up to t0.
1: Initialize P

(
xt
m′
|ytm′ , gz

)
, set P

(
gz|ytm′

)
= 1/ng

2: for m = m′ + 1 : 1 : 0 do
3: P

(
xtm |y

tm−1 , gz
)

=
∑

xtm−1

P
(
xtm |xtm−1

, gz
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
MC-Goalgz

P
(
xtm−1

|ytm−1 , gz
)

4: P
(
xtm |y

tm , gz
)
∝ P (ytm |xtm , gz)P

(
xtm |y

tm−1 , gz
)

5: P
(
ytm |y

tm−1 , gz
)

=
∑

xtm

P (ytm |xtm , gz)P
(
xtm |y

tm−1 , gz
)

6: P
(
gz|ytm

)
∝ P

(
ytm |y

tm−1 , gz
)
P
(
gz|ytm−1

)
7: end for

computed according to the Boltzmann policy [30] as

λαi,stat ∝ exp

(
−k4 ·

(
V (Xnext) + C(Xi, U

αψ
ψ )− V (Xi)

))
(15)

with α = nψ · (α̃v − 1) + αψ for α̃v ∈ {1, . . . , nv}, where
Xnext indicates the next cell to arrive by taking action Uαψψ
from Xi and the stochastic degree increases as the parameter
k4 → 0 and decreases as k4 →∞.

C. Probability of Goals

While Sec. III-A gives the positions of potential goals, this
subsection computes the probabilities of ng inferred goals.
We leverage the past trajectory of a tracked pedestrian to
update the probability of each goal gz, z ∈ {1, . . . , ng}
for each pedestrian using Bayes’ rule as in [30]. We first
introduce the following notations: the past points in time
are denoted by tm, m ∈ {m′+1, . . . ,−1, 0} with m′ ∈ Z−;
tm′ and t0 represent the time of the beginning of the tracking
and the time of the last measurement (the beginning of the
prediction), respectively. The measured position at tm is
denoted by ytm and the measurement series from tm′ up
to tm by ytm .

The pseudo code for estimating the probability of one
goal gz is presented in Alg. 3. In Line 1 of Alg. 3, the
a posteriori probabilities of states P

(
xtm′ |y

tm′ , gz
)

are
initialized according to the measurement ytm′ , while the
initial probability of the goal gz is assigned an average
value. At each time step tm, a posteriori probabilities of
states at the previous time step are propagated (Line 3)
by Markov chains with the Goal-oriented Input Transition
Matrix (MC-Goalgz ). After multiplying a priori probabilities
of states with the likelihood P (ytm |xtm , gz) of observing
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Fig. 4: Computing the weights for cells in the danger area caused by a
vehicle based on gap-acceptance. The darker the color, the higher the weight.

the position ytm , one obtains the a posteriori probabilities
of states (Line 4) which are used for propagation at the
next time step. Since we are interested in the a posteriori
probabilities of goals rather than that of states, their marginal
likelihood (Line 5) is combined with the a priori knowledge
of the goal for the a posteriori goal estimate (Line 6). After
running the above procedure up to t0 and for each goal, we
obtain their a posteriori probabilities P (gz|yt0).

IV. INTERACTION WITH TRAFFIC PARTICIPANTS

It is obvious that pedestrians change their motion in
the presence of other traffic participants. An algorithm to
adapt the inputs velocity and orientation based on collision
probabilities is described in this section.

A. Conditional Risk Probability

The idea is to constantly adapt the motion prediction
of pedestrians by evaluating their collision probability with
other traffic participants. To compute a risk measure at times
τ ∈ {tk + T, tk + 2T, . . . , tk + Tcheck} with a user-defined
horizon Tcheck, we first need to predict collision probabilities
for different inputs of pedestrians.

a) Prediction of pedestrians for given inputs and states:
Since the aim is to compute the dynamic priority value
λαi,dyn(tk) for each input cell Uα depending on a state cell Xi

at time tk, a vector pi,αcheck(tk) ∈ Rd is introduced whose i-th
element equals 1 and others equal 0. For a constant input
cell Uα during checking, one can obtain the evolution of
pi,αcheck(tk) at times τ according to (2) by

pi,αcheck(τ) = (Φα)
τ−tk
T pi,αcheck(tk). (16)

These distributions for given inputs and states are subse-
quently used to relate inputs with collision probabilities.

b) Prediction of vehicles: Due to the bigger inertia of
vehicles compared to that of a pedestrian, their trajectories at
times τ are computed using constant velocity and orientation.
The position of the middle point of an object’s front edge is
denoted by x̂f and the velocity of this object by v̂.

c) Body- and danger area: In order to integrate the
pedestrians’ traffic gap-acceptance into the collision checking
approach for vehicles in [42], we use the dimensions of road
vehicles propagated in their moving directions, which form a
passed area which we refer to as a danger area (lower part of
Fig. 4). We use a gap-rejection curve [25], [43] (top part of
Fig. 4) to compute the probability for taking a certain action

from a given position. Thus, the state cells in the danger area
are assigned different weights 0 ≤ wl,τ ≤ 1 with respect to
the percentage of rejecting a gap, i.e., the time gap between
the pedestrian and a moving object arrives at a position Xl

successively. These wl,τ are approximately computed based
on a logistic function in [43]:

wl,τ ≈
1

1 + exp
(
−6.96 + 1.19

‖x̂fτ−center(Xl)‖2
v̂t0

) . (17)

In contrast, the cells occupied by the vehicle body have
a weight wl,τ = 1 accounting for collisions. The static
obstacles are treated as occupied cells with a weight of one.

After introducing an indicator function ind(Xj , Xl) which
returns 1 if an object with reference point in Xj intersects
with another object with a reference point in Xl and 0
otherwise, the conditional collision probability in [42] can
be adapted to the conditional risk probability pi,αrisk,τ approx-
imately as

pi,αrisk,τ ≈
∑

j,l,x̂fτ ,v̂t0

wl,τP
(
x̂fτ , v̂t0

)
P (xτ ∈ Xj) ind(Xj , Xl)

(18)
with the occupancy probability P (xτ ∈ Xj) as the j-th
element of the probability vector pi,αcheck(τ) in (16).

B. Dynamic Priority Values

To obtain the risk measure over a horizon pi,αrisk,(tk,tk+Tcheck]
,

we pick the maximal pi,αrisk,τ for a specific time in (18) [45]:

pi,αrisk,(tk,tk+Tcheck]
≈ max

τ
pi,αrisk,τ . (19)

As previously discussed, we regard λαi,dyn(tk) in (5) as the
percentage of pedestrians accepting a gap, so that

λαi,dyn(tk) = 1− pi,αrisk,(tk,tk+Tcheck]
. (20)

V. EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of our approach, we use 72
recordings of real pedestrians with a duration of at least
4.5 seconds each: 45 trajectories are taken from the KITTI
dataset [46] (City 2011 09 29 drive 0071) and the other 27
are taken from our internal dataset measured in Rutesheim,
Germany. For uniformity, we divide all recordings into two
parts: the first part of recordings (0 to 1.5 s) are used for
initialization and the rest for evaluation. Within the first
part of each recording, the beginning of the prediction is
chosen as t0 = 1.5 s; probability vectors are initialized
by measurements at t0; the positions of goals are inferred
according to the measured position of pedestrian at tm′ = 0 s;
the a posteriori probabilities of goals are updated up to t0
and are unchanged during prediction. The second part of
each recording is used as reference data ytk ; the metric used
for evaluating a single trajectory η is the weighted arithmetic
average of position deviation δx′tk,η =

∑d
i=1 ‖center(Xi)−

ytk‖2P (xtk ∈ Xi) [47]. Then δxtk = 1
ntra

∑ntra
η=1 δx

′
tk,η

represents the average position deviations of ntra trajectories
at prediction times tk.
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Fig. 5: Average position deviations δxtk of all 72 trajectories at prediction
times tk from using Markov chains (MC) with different input transition
matrices. In part (a), the weighted results regarding all goals from using
Extended Input Transition Matrices (MC-Extmix) are better than the results
from using the Basic Input Transition Matrix (MC-Basic). Since each
Extended Input Transition Matrix is related to a certain goal, the results of
the best gbest and worst goal gworst among those goals with above-average
a posteriori probabilities are depicted in part (b). The values for gbest and
gworst are obtained by computing their average position deviations.
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speed area at t0 = 1.5 s.
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Fig. 6: A comparison between Markov chains with Extended Input Tran-
sition Matrices (MC-Extmix) and Markov chains with Goal-oriented Input
Transition Matrices (MC-Goalmix) regarding all goals. The part (a) shows an
oncoming traffic situation where not only danger areas caused by vehicles,
but also static obstacles are marked with “ ” in the semantic map. The
vehicle body is denoted by “ ” and its moving direction by “ ”. In part
(b), the predicted positions of the pedestrian are shown by “ ”. The darker
the color, the higher the weight of “ ” or probability of “ ” is. The initial
position of the pedestrian is shown by “ ” with the moving direction “ ”
at t0, the future position in the recording at tk is shown by “ ”. Based
on the past trajectory “ ”, the positions of inferred goals with estimated
probabilities are depicted in part (a).

Fig. 5 shows the average position deviations δxtk of all
trajectories from using Markov chains (MC) with differ-
ent input transition matrices. As Markov chains with the
Extended Input Transition Matrix (MC-Extgz ) only make
predictions for a single goal and in order to describe the
overall performance regarding all goals, the predicted oc-
cupancy grids for different goals are mixed with respect
to their estimated a posteriori probabilities (MC-Extmix). In
Fig. 5a, the comparison between MC-Extmix and Markov
chains with the Basic Input Transition Matrix (MC-Basic)
shows the benefit of taking environment constraints into
account additionally rather than pedestrian dynamics only.

An oncoming traffic situation in Fig. 6 illustrates the
difference between using Markov chains with the Goal-

oriented Transition Matrix (MC-Goal) and MC-Ext; the
former is without risk checking with dynamic environments.
Due to our risk measure, some actions are assigned lower
priority values. Thus, our method MC-Ext predicts that the
pedestrian will possibly turn right or turn left to avoid the
risk area, see Fig. 6b.

VI. DISCUSSION

Considering several constraints in Markov chains enables
us to predict different behaviors of pedestrians. In particular,
an adapted collision checking approach involving conflicts
between pedestrians and other traffic participants is proposed.
This is beneficial for interaction planning strategies of au-
tomated vehicles. However, this approach can be improved
even more by considering enhanced environment knowledge,
e.g., road constraints for vehicles and the situation awareness
of pedestrians.

Our approach generates several possible paths to under-
lying goals. Despite some inappropriate goals, overall the
prediction improves when considering goals in our tested
scenarios. This also points out the potential for improving
our approach by using more information to estimate the
probabilities of goals.
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